Streamline rehabilitation pathways with Recidiviz

The Challenge
Tracking the progress of people in prison and on community supervision is often complex and time-consuming. Disconnected and outdated databases contribute to overlooked achievements and opportunities, extended imprisonment, and excessive paperwork.

The Opportunity
Embrace automation and save time. Recidiviz allows staff to efficiently manage cases, identify people eligible for release, and automate paperwork. You can expect:

Automated Eligibility
We connect fragmented databases, enabling officers to immediately see who is eligible or almost eligible for a given opportunity — early release, online-only supervision, adjusted custody levels, etc.

Streamlined Documentation
Say goodbye to paperwork. Our tools pull information from existing DOC case management systems and automates necessary forms.

Opportunity Spotlights
Recidiviz evaluates old cases against new policies, highlighting people newly eligible for opportunities (e.g., reentry resources, work release, earned time credits, benefits enrollment).

Immediate Impact
In one year, this tool has helped officers nationwide accelerate 2,000 people out of the system who had already satisfied all of their supervision requirements.

Tennessee
In Tennessee, we turned a 30-minute task into a click-of-a-button, leading to a 44% increase in the number of people on online-only supervision — in just 6 months.

“"The new tools have freed up a lot of my time, so I can focus on helping people who need support.”
David Ayers
Probation and Parole Officer
Tennessee Department of Correction

Idaho
Idaho has used Recidiviz to move over 5% of its supervision population to phone-only check-ins or off of supervision entirely, saving valuable staff time.

“Recidiviz's data-driven approach helps us ensure our attention goes towards the decisions that matter most for improving outcomes and promoting public safety.”
Josh Tewalt
Director
Idaho Department of Corrections

EMAIL MOLLY@RECIDIVIZ.ORG TO EXPLORE HOW YOUR DEPARTMENT CAN INCREASE EFFICIENCY AND OUTCOMES.